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	NAME: Lovasian
	DESCRIPTION: Lovasians, native to Lovasu IV, are a warrior culture with an inherent sense of personal honor. They are prone to act rashly when they believe that honor has been impugned. They are impulsive & immensely curious. They are omnivorous. Their polarized eyes can endure bright lights. Temperatures <95 are their ideal, in higher temperatures they tend to lose their tempers more readily & become exceedingly rash. Their faith, <Ro'akh> (challenge), teaches that God created the universe as a training ground for the faithful. They are expected to actively seek out the greatest challenges possible. This makes them look like incurable optimists. This doesn't mean that they are foolhardy, unthinking thrill-seekers. Sometimes they will judge a task too difficult, after only much introspection.   Name: They have a clan name, a given name & a tribal name in that order. Clan names: A'ami, Chakhme, Higlan, Zivismazh. Male: Abachakhe, Ochova, Tuzha, Zhuvki; Female: Lagalakh, Pankokh, Xichos, Zhaves. Tribal names: Dakhuya, Heshlani, Hayami, Joxya.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond
	Text Field 13: We uphold discipline and loyalty.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Daring +1, Presence +1.
	Text Field 8: They are slender humanoids with males averaging 5'9" & weigh ~140lbs, while females are slightly smaller. Their cranium is slightly larger with oversizes ears. Their eyes are brown & their skin is a dull light greenish tint. Both sexes are completely hairless. Their trachea has a special filter that allows them to breath on worlds with contaminated atmospheres. This gives them a deep & raspy voice.  Lifespan: 65-75 years.
	TALENTS: Lovasian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Well-ordered Discipline
	TALENT TEXT 1: Military discipline & honor are concepts compelling enough to control Lovasian passions. They revere skilled warriors. You gain 1d20 when using the Security Discipline for tasks. You lower the Difficulty by 2, min. 0, to resist Intimidation attempts or being threatened.
	TALENT NAME 2: Lovasian Passion
	TALENT TEXT 2: Lovasian are calm under pressure, are very outgoing, & charismatic. You gain 1d20 for tasks involving any social conflicts/interactions. If successful, you gain 1 Momentum, which cannot be saved. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Heroes Lament
	TALENT TEXT 3: Lovasians possess a remarkable body of literature & a fine appreciation for music & song. They have many battle hymns & few can match the texture of several raspy-voiced Lovasian singing in unison. You lower the Difficulty, whilst reciting or singing, of tasks by 1, minimum of 1.
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